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Introduction

Mike Shehan
Chief Executive Officer, SpotX

Adoption of digital services has accelerated in 2020, and what used to be niche 
endeavours — like on-demand streaming — have become mainstream and 
embraced by a much broader demographic .

Nowhere is this more apparent than in APAC where many markets are 
experiencing double-digit growth in their digital economies as new consumers 
come online for the first time and existing ones increase their content consumption 
during the pandemic .

APAC is a rich and diverse region that has fully embraced streaming video at levels 
unmatched by western markets . It also comes with its own unique characteristics . 
For example, in Southeast Asia smartphones monopolise viewing, whereas in 
Australia and Japan smart TVs are more popular and consumers use a broader mix 
of devices .

With a continually evolving mix of global, regional, and local players in the over-
the-top (OTT) market, competition for attention is fierce . Consumers are often 
drawn to world-class local language productions, and ad-funded content has 
proven to be ideal for the region’s diverse socio-economic population . Appealing 
to a consumer who often welcomes and engages with ads, ad-supported video-
on-demand (AVOD) offerings will certainly be the driver of viewership growth in 
the years to come .

SpotX believes OTT is for everyone, and these research findings reflect the 
diversity of the audience . We’re excited to experience the monumental growth in 
the APAC OTT advertising industry alongside our partners in 2021 and beyond .

Introduction
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WHAT DO WE REALLY KNOW 
ABOUT OTT STREAMERS IN 
THE ASIA PACIFIC REGION?
First of all, we know that APAC is rich in diversity with 
notable differences between the cultures and audiences 
within each of the countries that make up the region . 
However, it is clear that the appetite for viewing 
streamed content is universally strong and growing 
rapidly . While each market has its own distinctions, 
there are also shared characteristics in the ways that 
OTT is being adopted .

The goal of this report is to contextualise the audience 
and to provide advertisers and media owners with an 
enhanced understanding of the trends that are driving 
OTT viewership in the following countries:

WE WILL UNCOVER THE ANSWERS 
TO THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS:

•  Who is watching OTT content?

•  How are they watching?

•   How often and for how long do they watch?

•   Why do they choose to watch OTT over 
other platforms?

•   How tolerant of ads are they?

•   How impactful are OTT ads?

•   How does OTT viewership influence 
purchase behavior?

I N D O N E S I A

 P H I L I P P I N E S

 V I E T N A M

T H A I L A N D

S I N G A P O R E

J A PA N

A U S T R A L I A
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methodologymethodology
THE TOTAL SAMPLE 
SIZE WAS N=7,100

SpotX commissioned research firm Milieu Insights 
to conduct a quantitative survey through an online 
access panel . The target group was video viewers 
16 years and older who watch video content on 
any device . Quota sampling per country was used 
according to gender, and age .

Indonesia n=1000

Philippines n=1002

Vietnam n=1005

Thailand n=1000

Singapore n=1000

Japan n=1047

Australia n=1046

The survey was conducted in October 2020.
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 OTT HAS REACHED CRITICAL MASS 

Across the markets we surveyed, including Indonesia, Philippines, Vietnam, Thailand, 
Singapore, Japan, and Australia, there are approximately 710 million people, living in over 
200 million households, most of which (80%) have internet access . 

The estimated reach of active OTT viewers in these markets is 392 million people – larger 
than the total population of the United States .

Over two-thirds (69%) of video viewers in the region watch streaming video at least once 
a week, confirming that both the audience size and regularity of OTT viewing has matured 
and entered the mainstream .

OTT allows advertisers to target large audiences through efficient 
scale and reach.

OTT IS FOR 
EVERYONE:

six Key  
takeaways
six Key  
takeaways

KEY 
TAKEAWAY

11

PERCENTAGE OF VIDEO VIEWERS WATCHING OTT AT LEAST ONCE A WEEK
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       OTT IS WATCHED MORE THAN TV AND VIDEO-
SHARING PLATFORMS

OTT viewers are highly engaged, with a majority watching more than two hours of content 
per day . On a regional basis, this is higher than time spent with content on traditional TV 
or video-sharing platforms and highlights an important shift in viewership behaviour .

OTT captures and commands viewer attention ahead of other 
platforms with viewers drawn to flexible access, convenience, 
and content variety.

KEY 
TAKEAWAY

22

OTT IS FOR EVERYONE: six Key takeawayssix Key takeaways

PERCENTAGE OF VIDEO VIEWERS WATCHING MORE THAN 
TWO HOURS A DAY (WEEKDAY)
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       APAC IS A MOBILE-FIRST REGION, BUT CTV 
IS GROWING FAST IN ADVANCED MARKETS

Of OTT viewers across the region, 66% spend the most time streaming video on their 
mobile devices, with preference highest in developing countries . However, smart TV 
viewership is swiftly growing in popularity, particularly in Australia, Singapore, and 
Vietnam, where at least 1 in 5 video viewers stream through a smart TV .

Streamers rate the smartphone viewing experience highly; as 
good as that of TV.

KEY 
TAKEAWAY

33

DEVICE OTT VIEWERS USE MOST FREQUENTLY TO WATCH 
VIDEO CONTENT

OTT IS FOR EVERYONE: six Key takeawayssix Key takeaways
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       STREAMERS PREFER AD-FUNDED CONTENT

Most video viewers (67%) prefer to watch free, ad-supported content versus only 23% 
who prefer to pay for an ad-free service . There is also a clear acceptance of ads in 
exchange for viewing free content, with 86% of viewers saying they don’t mind watching 
ads – provided that the ad loads are kept light . 

AVOD appeals to ad-tolerant streamers and will drive OTT 
growth in APAC.

KEY 
TAKEAWAY

44

TYPE OF STREAMING SERVICE VIDEO VIEWERS PREFER

OTT IS FOR EVERYONE: six Key takeawayssix Key takeaways
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       OTT ADS RIVAL SOCIAL ADS AND RESONATE 
BETTER THAN TV ADS

Despite the popularity of video-sharing platforms with advertisers, OTT is proving to be 
a worthy rival, reaching audiences with similar precision, but offering a brand-safe, long-
form, and professionally produced content environment . Streamers say that OTT ads are 
equally as effective as ads on video-sharing platforms in attracting their attention, and are 
often more impactful than traditional TV ads .

Creativity, story, and product relevance were seen as key elements of an effective ad . 
Streamers were less likely to skip an ad if it was funny, had feel-good positive content, and 
had likeable music .

OTT ads are unmissable, rivalling other platforms for impact.KEY 
TAKEAWAY

55

AD ENVIRONMENTS MOST LIKELY TO CAPTURE A VIDEO 
VIEWER’S ATTENTION

OTT IS FOR EVERYONE: six Key takeawayssix Key takeaways
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       OTT ADS DRIVE PURCHASE BEHAVIOR

Not only is OTT advertising effective at capturing the attention of APAC streamers, it also 
drives sales . Over one-third (35%) of OTT viewers report making a purchase after seeing 
an ad during programming they watched – either by buying online, completing an in-store 
transaction, or redeeming a promotional voucher . 

OTT ads effectively deliver results for activation as well as 
branding objectives.

KEY 
TAKEAWAY

66

ACTIONS OTT VIEWERS HAVE TAKEN FOLLOWING AD EXPOSURE

OTT IS FOR EVERYONE: six Key takeawayssix Key takeaways
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Consumers have wholeheartedly embraced OTT during these unprecedented times 
of lockdown . For example, research from AMPD showed total video streaming 
minutes grew 40% in 2020 across Indonesia, the Philippines, Singapore, and 
Thailand . Excluding YouTube, OTT has grown significantly, with total streaming 
minutes reaching 60 million and with Viu, the largest AVOD regional player, 
capturing a 20% share . 

Whilst OTT advertising investment is on the rise, it currently isn’t reflective of the 
available audience scale and time spent on the platform . The key opportunity is to 
unlock spend through building advertiser knowledge and confidence in OTT . Major 
areas of focus include demonstrating why mobile-based OTT consumption should 
be considered as an extension of TV rather than just a “digital” channel; proving 
the effectiveness of broadcast-quality OTT environments on campaign metrics, 
brand uplift, and sales impact; and making the buying process more seamless in a 
fragmented market and industry .

Moving forward, as OTT audiences grow across APAC, we expect the 
amount of inventory to grow, too . Ad dollars will increasingly shift 
to OTT as clients search for new platforms to access hard-to-
reach audiences and achieve a TV-like ad experience . Data 
will continue to be a strategic advantage by enabling 
more granular and effective targeting . As a result, 
those OTT media partners who can offer more 
deterministic data will certainly see greater 
demand from advertisers . 

John Miskelly
GroupM
APAC Investment Director
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INDONESIA IS THE LARGEST AND FASTEST-GROWING 
DIGITAL ECONOMY IN SOUTHEAST ASIA, WITH HALF 
OF THE POPULATION INCREASING THEIR OTT USAGE 
DURING THE PANDEMIC

New digital consumers in Indonesia are coming 
online from non-metro areas and driving growth, with 
37% trying digital services for the first time and 93% 
intending to continue moving forward (Google, Bain, 
and Temasek) .

Indonesia has seen a surge in OTT viewing, with 47% 
of viewers increasing their consumption by one to 
two hours per day during the pandemic . The country 
leads the developing Southeast Asian market in 
terms of OTT adoption, with 76% of viewers regularly 
watching OTT (paid or free) . This is comparable to 
video-sharing platforms at 78% and more than TV 
(paid or free) at 66% .

Indonesians spend more time watching content on 
OTT than any other platforms . The majority (68%) 
of video viewers watch two or more hours of OTT 
video per weekday compared to 58% on video-
sharing platforms and 57% on TV . These percentages 
increase during the weekend, with OTT viewers 
continuing to spend more time streaming .

Indonesians watch more OTT than 
TV and video-sharing platforms

IndonesiaIndonesia
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Female Indonesian OTT viewers watch for longer periods of time, with 39% of female 
streamers aged 16-34 consuming content for three or more hours or more per weekday, 
compared to 32% of males . This female-heavy viewership continues during the weekend .

Smartphones monopolise attention, with 86% of OTT viewers mostly watching video 
on their phones . This is contrasted with just 9% choosing to stream on their laptop 
or desktop and 4% on smart TVs, the lowest rate of smart TV usage regionally . As 
the primary device for content consumption, Indonesians have high praise for the 
smartphone viewing experience, with 96% of video viewers rating it good or very good, 
the highest level regionally and higher than TV, where 91% rated the experience similarly .

OTT consumption primarily takes place at home, with 83% of Indonesian video viewers 
choosing to stream in a private space followed by 57% in a shared space . Half of OTT 
viewers always watch alone, compared to 24% who watch TV alone . Consumption is 
not restricted to the home, however, with 27% of viewers watching at a friend or family 
member’s home and 23% watching whilst traveling .

Female OTT streamers 
are heavier viewers 
than males

INDONESIA 

Smartphones monopolise OTT viewer attention

INDONESIAN VIEWERS WATCHING TWO OR MORE HOURS OF VIDEO
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AGE

Under 18 years old — 3%

18-34 years old — 79%

35-54 years old — 16%

55 years old or older — 2%

OTT

TV

Video-sharing 
platforms

Indonesia OTT viewers mirror the overall profile 
of the general population which skews:

• Young 
• Equal gender split
• Single with no children
• Modest income earners 
• Family-sized households or larger

15 | Indonesia

INDONESIA 

VIEWER AGE 
BY PLATFORM
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Rezki Yanuar
Vidio
VP Brand Marketing

Indonesians have embraced online entertainment during the pandemic, and demand for OTT services has 
grown significantly . Indonesia’s rapidly evolving digital landscape has fueled OTT’s popularity, with a rich 
variety of OTT services now available . 

Vidio saw a surge in monthly active users and downloads last April and is still on the rise . With OTT’s 
premium content, brand-safe environment, cost efficiency, and highly relevant targeting capabilities, we have 
seen a significant increase in advertising demand . Additionally, brands are taking advantage of our live-
streaming capabilities to connect with audiences through virtual events . 

The ‘new normal’ means OTT will increasingly be the destination of choice for Indonesians seeking fresh 
video content and, therefore, a key distribution channel for content owners . OTT players like ourselves must 
consistently innovate on content quality, product experience, piracy mitigation, marketing initiatives, and 
partnerships to match their expectations .

16 |  Indonesia

PARENTAL STATUS RELATIONSHIP STATUS

Single — 60% 

In a relationship — 38%

Divorced/Separated/
Widowed — 1%

Parents — 36%

Non-parents — 64%

GENDER

MALE FEMALE PREFER 
NOT TO 

SAY

NON-
BINARY

47%

1% 0%

52%

INDONESIA OTT AUDIENCE PROFILE
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HOUSEHOLD
INCOME
(IDR)

OTT

TV

Video-sharing 
platforms

How do Indonesian OTT viewers 
compare to those on other platforms?

More OTT viewers earn higher incomes
•   30% earn IDR 10,000,000 or more per month 

vs. 18% of video-sharing platform viewers

OTT appeals to the young
•   82% are aged 16-34 vs. 67% of TV viewers

HOUSEHOLD SIZE

1 person — 2%

2 people — 8%

3 to 4 — 54%

5 to 7 — 32%

8 or more — 5%

17 |  Indonesia

INDONESIA 
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Ad-funded video content is particularly popular in Indonesia, with 74% of video viewers preferring to 
access streaming video content this way, one of the highest preference rates in the region .

Indonesians are receptive to ads, particularly when there is a compelling value exchange for a reduced or 
free subscription cost . Generally, one to five minutes of ads per hour of content is seen as an acceptable 
amount . The level of ad tolerance is such that even for subscription services, 55% of OTT viewers were 
open to watching ads . 

OTT advertising is seen as more impactful than any other platform . Of all Indonesian video viewers, 61% 
thought OTT ads were the most attention-grabbing format, ahead of video-sharing platforms and TV with 
53% and 49%, respectively .

Indonesian video viewers want ads to entertain them and are less likely to skip the ad if it is funny, has an 
interesting story, and includes feel-good positive content . Creativity, product relevancy, and storylines are 
seen as the best attributes of effective ads for OTT viewers .

OTT can effectively drive sales in Indonesia with 39% of viewers making a purchase (online, in-store, or 
redeeming a promotion) after seeing an ad . Entertainment, technology, travel, and fast-moving consumer 
goods (FMCG) top the list for ads OTT users are most open to watching . In a typical year, consumers 
spend the most on e-commerce platforms, dining out and delivery, and consumer products or fast-
moving consumer goods (FMCG) .

OTT ads are more impactful 
than TV ads

OTT ads drive purchase behaviour

ADVERTISEMENT TYPES MOST LIKELY TO CATCH VIEWERS’ ATTENTION 

AD RECEPTIVITY AND 
PURCHASE BEHAVIOUR INDONESIA 
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Crisela Magpayo-
Cervantes
Mindshare Indonesia 
Principal Partner

INDONESIA 

OTT is a trend that is happening right here and now in Indonesia . Not only have 
users grown due to the stay-at-home regulations, but it is a habit that Indonesians 
will continue to pursue even post-pandemic . Local original series and movies, 
Korean drama, and sports are driving OTT growth as are different acquisition 
strategies through telco partnerships, and new funding models . Now, fintech 
players, for example, are bundling products with OTT players, making streaming 
services even more accessible and convenient, thus driving subscriptions .

It is an exciting playground for brands not just to reach the growing 
OTT audience, but also to find new opportunities to engage viewers 
through innovative formats like shoppable ads and live streaming . 
We are only scratching the surface of the possibilities in OTT . To 
unlock its true potential, brands, agencies, and OTT platforms 
need to work together to leverage audience signals for 
targeting and inform creative development . Time and again, 
we see superior performance on ad completion rates for 
video campaigns that use dynamic creative based on a 
blend of audience, context, and content genre signals . 
We look forward to more exciting developments in the 
coming years .
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FILIPINO CONSUMERS ARE AVID VIEWERS OF 
STREAMING CONTENT AND WATCH THE MOST 
OTT CONTENT IN ALL OF SOUTHEAST ASIA

The pandemic accelerated the adoption of digital 
services in the Philippines, a country where more 
than one-third of new digital consumer growth came 
from non-metro areas during the pandemic (Google, 
Temasek, and Bain & Company) . Video viewing has 
surged, with 43% of Filipino OTT viewers consuming 
one to two additional hours of content per day as a 
result of COVID-19 .

The Philippines has embraced OTT, with 72% of video 
viewers regularly watching free or paid streaming 
services . This is comparable to 77% of viewers 
regularly watching video-sharing platforms and 
higher than the TV (free or paid) viewing rate at 62% .

Filipino viewers are the heaviest consumers of OTT in 
the region . They spend more time watching than on 
any other platform, with 83% watching two or more 
hours of OTT per day, compared to 79% viewing 
video-sharing platforms and 76% in TV .

Filipino viewers watch more 
OTT than TV and video-
sharing platforms

PhilippinesPhilippines
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Female Filipino OTT viewers watch for longer periods of time, with 64% of female streamers aged 
16-34 consuming three or more hours per weekday as compared to 58% of males . This female-heavy 
viewership continues during the weekend .

Smartphones dominate video consumption, with 71% of OTT viewers mostly watching video on their 
phones — the second-highest number of smartphone viewers regionally — compared to 15% and 9% 
watching on smart TVs and laptops or desktops, respectively . Filipino viewers enjoy the smartphone 
viewing experience and compare it favourably to the big screen, with 94% of video viewers rating it 
good or very good, the same favourable rating given to the TV and smart TV experience .

OTT content is mostly consumed in the home, with 78% of viewers preferring to stream in a private 
space and 54% who choose a shared space . Consumption away from home is lower than seen 
regionally, with 21% viewing while traveling and 17% while commuting . Inter-generational households 
are common in the Philippines, so smartphone OTT consumption allows viewers to carve out time 
for themselves even in a busy home . OTT viewing is mainly a solitary experience, with 47% of video 
viewers choosing to always watch alone . TV is still a more communal experience, where only 18% 
watch alone .

Female OTT streamers 
are heavier viewers 
than males

PHILIPPINES 

Smartphones are the preferred devices for OTT viewing

FILIPINO VIEWERS WATCHING TWO OR MORE HOURS OF VIDEO
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AGE

Under 18 years old — 6%

18-34 years old — 60%

35-54 years old — 30%

55 years old or older — 4%

OTT

TV

Video-sharing 
platforms

Filipino OTT viewers mirror the overall profile 
of the general population which skews:

• Young
• Female
• Single with no children
• Modest income earners 
• Family-sized households or larger

22 | Philippines

PHILIPPINES 

VIEWER AGE 
BY PLATFORM
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Abhishek Gupta
Mindshare Philippines
Managing Director

Events in 2020 have disrupted the Philippines media landscape significantly and accelerated the shift 
to digital consumption by two to three years . As consumers access more video content on demand 
through OTT apps, video streaming platforms are offering smarter, addressable, and targeted solutions 
to marketers . By creating customized audience segments based on an advertiser’s business objective 
and overlaying rich first-party data sets, OTT platforms have been able to ensure brand-focused 
campaigns can be more effective . 

23 |  Philippines

PARENTAL STATUS RELATIONSHIP STATUS

Single — 61% 

In a relationship — 36%

Divorced/Separated/
Widowed — 3%

Parents — 37%

Non-parents — 63%

GENDER

MALE FEMALE PREFER 
NOT TO 

SAY

NON-
BINARY

44%

1% 1%

54%

PHILIPPINES OTT AUDIENCE PROFILE
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HOUSEHOLD
INCOME
(PHP)

OTT

TV

Video-sharing 
platforms

How do Filipino OTT viewers 
compare to those on other platforms?

More OTT viewers earn higher incomes
•   33% earn PHP 30,000 or more per month 

vs. 24% of video-sharing platform viewers

OTT appeals to the young
•   66% are aged 16-34 vs. 55% of TV viewers

OTT attracts female streamers
•   54% are female vs. 52% of video-sharing 

platform viewers

HOUSEHOLD SIZE

1 person — 2%

2 people — 6%

3 to 4 — 41%

5 to 7 — 41%

8 or more — 10%

24 |  Philippines

PHILIPPINES 
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PHILIPPINES 

Filipinos are accepting of ads, with 70% of video viewers preferring the ad-funded model to access 
OTT content . Filipino OTT viewers have a relatively high tolerance for ads, as 59% would accept ads 
even on a subscription streaming service .

OTT ads are more impactful than those on TV in the Philippines, with 59% of video viewers saying 
they were attention-grabbing compared to just 47% saying the same of TV ads . 

Filipino video viewers expect ads to entertain them first and foremost, and are less likely to skip the 
ad if it tells an interesting story, has feel-good positive content, and is funny . Creativity, storyline, and 
product relevancy are seen as the best attributes of effective ads .

OTT ads are effective at driving purchase behaviour, with 34% of Filipino OTT viewers claiming to 
have made a purchase (online, in-store, or redeemed a voucher) after seeing an ad . Filipino OTT 
viewers are most open to watching ads from movies or entertainment, technology, and e-commerce 
brands . In a typical year, they spend the most on e-commerce platforms, consumer products or FMCG, 
and dining out and delivery .

OTT ads are more impactful 
than TV ads

OTT ads drive purchase behaviour

ADVERTISEMENT TYPES MOST LIKELY TO CATCH VIEWERS’ ATTENTION 

AD RECEPTIVITY AND 
PURCHASE BEHAVIOUR
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Arianne Kader-Cu
Viu Philippines 
Country Head

PHILIPPINES 

Filipinos have a penchant for entertainment and Filipino streamers are 
no different . As of Q2 2020, 95% of Filipinos are watching videos online, 
with increasing engagement resulting in subscribers growing 2 .68x 
in the last two years . Aside from an increase in the number of users, 
there is also a significant increase in consumption, with video streaming 
minutes increasing 30% quarter-on-quarter from Q1 to Q2 of 2020, 
according to the 2020 AMPD SEA OTT Q2 Report . 

This year has been a game-changer for OTT with advertisers and 
agencies seeing the importance of being present in the platform . They 
are now aware that OTT has the reach and a defined audience that most 
of them look for; it is no longer an optional medium .
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VIETNAM IS ONE OF SOUTHEAST ASIA’S FASTEST-
GROWING DIGITAL ECONOMIES WITH THE HIGHEST 
SMART TV USAGE IN SOUTHEAST ASIA

Rivaling Indonesia for the sheer growth, Vietnam has 
primed its population to benefit from digital services 
with internet access going from virtually zero in 2000 
to 69% today (World Bank) . It has the strongest local 
offering from domestic OTT providers with very few 
international players, and boasts the highest pay-TV 
usage in Southeast Asia .

Having won plaudits for its pandemic response, 
Vietnam enacted one of the earliest national lockdowns . 
During this time, 41% of OTT viewers increased their 
consumption by one to two hours per weekday . 

The Vietnamese have embraced OTT, with 48% of 
video viewers regularly watching paid or free streaming 
services . TV and video-sharing platforms are also 
popular, with 64% and 86% regularly viewing each 
platform, respectively . However, the time spent viewing 
on each platform was comparable, with 59% of OTT 
viewers watching two or more hours per day compared 
to 60% and 62% for TV and video-sharing platforms, 
respectively .

OTT viewers in Vietnam watch an average of 4 .4 AVOD 
services, the second-highest amount in Southeast Asia .

Vietnamese viewers watch OTT as much 
as TV and video-sharing platforms

VietnamVietnam
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Female Vietnamese OTT viewers watch for longer periods of time, with 36% of female 
streamers aged 16-34 consuming three or more hours per weekday vs . 23% of males . This 
female-heavy viewership continues during the weekend .

Vietnam has the highest smart TV usage regionally, with 27% of OTT viewers mostly 
watching video through their smart TV . That being said, smartphones are still the preferred 
device for 54% of OTT viewers, and most enjoy the smartphone viewing experience as much 
as that of the TV or smart TV, with 92% rating it good or very good — one of the highest 
levels regionally .

OTT consumption predominantly occurs at home, with 65% of viewers watching in a shared 
space and 63% viewing in a private space . This is a more even split as compared to other 
developing markets, which may reflect the tendency for coviewing given the popularity of 
smart TVs and the relatively smaller households that characterise Vietnam . Vietnam has the 
lowest instances of solo OTT viewing regionally, with only 25% of viewers always watching 
alone . Viewing also occurs outside of the home, with 32% watching at a friend or family 
member’s home, 26% at work, and 21% whilst commuting or traveling .

Female OTT streamers 
are heavier viewers 
than males

VIETNAM

Vietnam leads smart TV usage in Southeast Asia

VIETNAMESE VIEWERS WATCHING THREE OR MORE HOURS OF OTT
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AGE

Under 18 years old — 2%

18-34 years old — 64%

35-54 years old — 27%

55 years old or older — 7%

OTT

TV

Video-sharing 
platforms

29 |  Vietnam

VIETNAM

Vietnamese OTT viewers mostly mirror the overall 
profile of the general population, which skews:

• Young
• Small household sizes
• Equal gender split 
•  Broader representation across income levels 

However, streamers are more likely to be in a 
relationship and have children.

VIEWER AGE 
BY PLATFORM
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Sarika Tulsyan
POPS Worldwide
Chief Revenue Officer

Vietnam is a young, mobile-first and video savvy market that has been quick to embrace OTT . At POPS, 
we have seen very encouraging OTT growth in terms of MAUs, viewership as well as engagement metrics 
across 2020 .

While OTT is catching up with TV in terms of reach and scale, OTT scores highly with its data layering 
capabilities, unique ad formats and branded content innovation which is making it a ‘hot media property’ 
for brands . Additionally, every brand wants a safe, premium environment with targeting capabilities to 
ensure relevance and OTT ticks all the boxes .

Looking ahead, I believe OTT has a promising future . Key to success is to get the content economics and 
content mix right as we scale and grow with the right revenue model . Infrastructure advancements such 
as 5G will push the current limits enabling OTT to deliver new formats and explore interactivity in content .

Last year was the year of OTT with many analogue players entering the streaming world to offer more and 
more content to consumers . In 2021, we expect this shift in behavior to result in brands and advertisers 
allocating more media budget to OTT via both programmatic buys and branded content . These are 
exciting times and more exciting times are to come!
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PARENTAL STATUS RELATIONSHIP STATUS

Single — 38% 

In a relationship — 60%

Divorced/Separated/
Widowed — 2%

Parents — 60%

Non-parents — 40%

GENDER

MALE FEMALE PREFER 
NOT TO 

SAY

NON-
BINARY

51%

0% 1%

48%

VIETNAMOTT AUDIENCE PROFILE
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HOUSEHOLD
INCOME
(VND)

OTT

TV

Video-sharing 
platforms

HOUSEHOLD SIZE

1 person — 12%

2 people — 41%

3 to 4 — 26%

5 to 7 — 12%

8 or more — 9%
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VIETNAM

How do Vietnamese OTT viewers 
compare to those on other platforms?

More OTT viewers earn higher incomes
•   46% earn VND 250,000,000 or more 

per month vs. 28% of video-sharing 
platform viewers

OTT appeals to the young
•   66% are aged 16-34 vs. 48% of TV viewers

OTT attracts parents
•   60% are parents vs. 37% of video-sharing 

platform viewers
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Although AVOD is the preferred way for 60% of video viewers to access streamed content, 
Vietnam has the largest number of video viewers who prefer subscription and ad-lite models, a 
potential legacy of pay TV’s popularity .

Vietnamese viewers are open to ads on streaming services, with the sweet spot landing within 
one to five minutes of ads per hour of content . Tolerance to ads is such that 69% of OTT viewers 
would accept ads on a subscription service (the second-highest acceptance rate in the region), 
offering interesting opportunities for media owners to test alternative OTT access models .

OTT ads are seen as more impactful than TV ads, with 52% of Vietnamese video viewers agreeing 
they are attention-grabbing, compared to 48% for TV .

Vietnamese OTT viewers prioritize an entertaining ad over a relevant one and are less likely to 
skip the ad if it has an interesting story, feel-good positive content, and good music . They see 
creativity, storyline, and product relevancy as the best attributes of effective ads .

In addition to being attention-grabbing, OTT ads in Vietnam deliver the highest level of post-ad 
purchase behaviour regionally . More than half of OTT viewers (53%) say they made a purchase 
(online, in-store, or redeemed a voucher) after seeing an ad . Vietnamese OTT viewers are most 
open to watching ads from FMCG, beauty or fashion, and technology brands . In a typical year, 
they spend the most on consumer products or FMCG, technology, and e-commerce platforms .

OTT ads are more impactful 
than TV ads

OTT ads drive purchase behaviour

ADVERTISEMENT TYPES MOST LIKELY TO CATCH VIEWERS’ ATTENTION

AD RECEPTIVITY AND 
PURCHASE BEHAVIOUR VIETNAM
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THAILAND IS A LEADING REGIONAL OTT CONTENT 
PRODUCER WHERE OTT IS SEEN AS THE MOST 
IMPACTFUL PLATFORM FOR ADS

ThailandThailand

Thailand has a strong, respected domestic OTT 
market and its local-language content production is 
increasingly popular . At home, Thai consumers have 
embraced streaming video . During the country’s much-
praised handling of the pandemic, 38% of Thai OTT 
viewers increased their consumption by one to two 
hours per day .

OTT challenges TV in terms of popularity, with 51% of 
Thai video viewers regularly watching OTT (paid or 
free) compared to 50% of viewers who watch TV (paid 
or free) and 70% who watch video-sharing platforms .

Viewers in Thailand spend more time watching 
streaming video than they do TV . Of OTT viewers, 65% 
watch two or more hours of content per weekday, 
which is comparable to 66% of viewers who watch 
more than two hours of video streaming content and 
higher than 53% of TV viewers . Thai viewers tend to 
watch for even longer periods during the weekend . 

OTT viewers in Thailand watch an average of 4 .5 AVOD 
services, the highest number in Southeast Asia .

Thai viewers spend more time 
watching OTT than TV 
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Female Thai OTT viewers watch for longer periods of time, with 38% of female streamers 
aged 16-34 consuming three or more hours per weekday compared to 26% of males . This 
female-heavy viewership continues during the weekend .

Smartphones command the majority of attention, with 60% of Thai OTT viewers mostly 
watching video content on this device . However, smart TVs are gaining traction with 12% of 
viewers already accessing content through their smart TV . As the primary device for content 
consumption, it’s unsurprising that Thai viewers rate the mobile viewing experience similar to 
that on a TV, with 87% of video viewers ranking both devices as good or very good .

OTT consumption in Thailand is largely home-based, with a heavy focus on private spaces 
(80%) compared to shared spaces (45%) . Thailand has the highest levels of solo OTT 
viewership in the region (56%) . Consumption occurs outside of the home, too, with 27% of 
viewers streaming while traveling and 25% streaming at a friend or family member’s home .

Female OTT streamers 
are heavier viewers 
than males

THAILAND

Smartphones are preferred by OTT viewers, 
though smart TV usage is on the rise

THAI VIEWERS WATCHING THREE OR MORE HOURS OF OTT
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AGE

Under 18 years old — 5%

18-34 years old — 52%

35-54 years old — 35%

55 years old or older — 8%

OTT

TV

Video-sharing 
platforms

35 |  Thailand

Thai OTT viewers mirror the overall profile of the 
general population which skews:

• Young
• Single with no children 
• Family-sized households or larger 
• Evenly split across gender 
• Broad representation across income levels 

THAILAND

VIEWER AGE 
BY PLATFORM
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Pathamawan 
Sathaporn Linda
Mindshare
Managing Director

Saying that OTT in Thailand is on the rise is an understatement and it is still far from reaching 
maturation . The evolving demographic shifts and consumer behaviors, brought about by 
technology and digital transition, make OTT a booming trend . 

OTT is rapidly expanding from Bangkok to urban cities to rural areas, helped by the arrival of 
5G . Thai viewers can access content faster and more easily, instantly accessing entertainment, 
news, and information, anywhere, anytime through their mobile devices . The competition of 
both new and existing OTT services means a wider range of content available and at lower 
costs to consumers . We see traditional players complement their existing offering by using OTT 
as a tool to engage and receive feedback from audiences, using features such as comments, 
live chat, likes or dislikes, and subscription buttons .

These are exciting times for the OTT industry and there is continued growth and opportunities . 
Attracting revenue from advertisers is a key priority for those that can provide data and 
performance measurement, as is abiding by new rules and regulations that will most likely come 
into play as OTT scales up even further .
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PARENTAL STATUS RELATIONSHIP STATUS

Single — 56% 

In a relationship — 37%

Divorced/Separated/
Widowed — 7%

Parents — 36%

Non-parents — 64%

GENDER

MALE FEMALE PREFER 
NOT TO 

SAY

NON-
BINARY

51%

1% 5%

43%

THAILANDOTT AUDIENCE PROFILE
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HOUSEHOLD
INCOME
(THB)

OTT

TV

Video-sharing 
platforms

HOUSEHOLD SIZE

1 person — 5%

2 people — 11%

3 to 4 — 53%

5 to 7 — 28%

8 or more — 3%
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THAILAND

How do Thai OTT viewers compare 
to those on other platforms?

More OTT viewers earn higher incomes
•   55% earn THB 30,000 or more per month vs. 

49% of video-sharing platform viewers

OTT appeals to the young
•   58% are aged 16-34 vs. 43% of TV viewers
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Ad-funded video streaming is the most popular way to access content and preferred by 
76% of Thai video viewers . Thai consumers enjoy big dramatic ads, with 62% of video 
viewers preferring longer but fewer ads rather than a higher number of shorter ads .

OTT ads are more impactful than TV ads . The majority of video viewers (53%) say OTT 
ads grabbed their attention compared to 52% of video-sharing platform viewers and 
37% of TV viewers . 

Thai OTT viewers want ads to entertain them, and are not so concerned about product 
relevance . They are less likely to skip the ad if it has an interesting storyline, a positive 
feel-good factor, and good music . Creativity, storyline, and emotional impact are seen 
as the most important factors for an effective ad . 

OTT ads are effective at driving purchase behaviour in Thailand, with 26% of viewers 
making a purchase (online, in-store, or redeeming a voucher) after seeing an ad . Thai 
OTT viewers are most open to watching ads from movie or entertainment, technology, 
and travel brands . In a typical year, they spend the most on consumer and FMCG, 
beauty and personal care, and technology products .

OTT ads are more impactful 
than ads on TV and video-
sharing platforms

OTT ads drive purchase behaviour

ADVERTISEMENT TYPES MOST LIKELY TO CATCH VIEWERS’ ATTENTION 

AD RECEPTIVITY AND 
PURCHASE BEHAVIOUR THAILAND
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Nathaniel Acton
Bidmath 
Chief Strategy Officer

THAILAND

Thai advertisers have increased their OTT investment phenomenally this year as 
consumers habits have shifted dramatically during the pandemic, particularly the 
25-34 age band where we saw an uplift in consumption and viewership . 

The main driver of OTT investment is high viewability and 
audience verification across platforms like Viu, Line 
TV, True ID, CH3 and CH7 where longer watch time 
and larger player size are key factors delivering 
media efficiency . While player size is often 
overlooked, Bidmath identifies it as critical  
in driving better outcomes within OTT 
environments . Additionally we have found 
OTT delivers against brand metrics like 
recall, favorability, and purchase where 
response rates and uplift is higher vs . 
other programmatic video . 

One focus  for  2021 is shifting the 
conversation around higher OTT 
CPMs, considering the value of  OTT 
compared to standard outstream 
formats . We recommend looking 
beyond CPM rates and evaluating 
advanced video metrics such as 
audible viewable on completion, 
viewable cost per completed on-
target views, and brand lift to prove 
the impact and justify the premium .
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AS A WORLD LEADER IN CONNECTIVITY, SINGAPORE 
HAS THE HIGHEST PENETRATION OF OTT USAGE IN 
SOUTHEAST ASIA

Singapore combines the characteristics of advanced 
Western economies with distinct Asian sensibilities . 
Effective transformation efforts have created a 
digitally literate population who have accelerated 
their consumption of streaming video content during 
the pandemic . Nearly half (45%) of Singaporean OTT 
viewers watch an additional one to two hours of 
content per day .

Singapore has truly embraced OTT, with 91% of video 
viewers regularly watching free or paid streaming 
services, the highest level seen regionally, versus 
86% of viewers who regularly watch video-sharing 
platforms and 63% who watch TV (free or paid) .

Singaporeans spend more time watching OTT than 
video-sharing platforms, with 74% of video viewers 
watching two or more hours of OTT content per 
weekday . Comparatively, 67% of viewers watch 
video-sharing platforms and 76% watch TV for two or 
more hours . These percentages increase during the 
weekend and follow the same pattern .

Singaporean consumers watch more 
OTT than video-sharing platforms

SingaporeSingapore
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Female Singaporean OTT viewers watch for longer periods of time, with 41% of female 
streamers aged 16-34 consuming three or more hours per weekday, compared to 38% of 
males . This female-heavy viewership continues during the weekend .

As characteristic for Southeast Asia, mobile devices dominate, with 48% of Singaporean 
OTT viewers mostly watching video through their smartphone . However, as it is a 
developed market, viewers are increasingly embracing CTV with 18% mostly viewing on 
smart TVs, one of the highest levels regionally . The smartphone video viewing experience 
is thoroughly enjoyed, with 77% of video viewers rating it good or very good .

OTT consumption mostly occurs at home . Most Singaporean OTT viewers, 81%, often 
choose to stream in a private space, while 54% prefer streaming in a shared space . 
OTT consumption is not confined to the home, with 31% of viewers watching on their 
commute and 28% watching whilst traveling, which reflects the ubiquitous connectivity 
on public transport and Singapore’s role as a hub for tourism and business travel . 

Female OTT streamers 
are heavier viewers 
than males

SINGAPORE 

Smartphones are the most popular device for watching 
OTT, but smart TVs are on the rise

PLATFORMS ON WHICH SINGAPOREAN VIEWERS REGULARLY 
WATCH VIDEO CONTENT
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AGE

Under 18 years old — 2%

18-34 years old — 37%

35-54 years old — 44%

55 years old or older — 17%

OTT

TV

Video-sharing 
platforms

Singaporean OTT viewers reflect the overall 
profile of the general population, which is 
more evenly distributed across age, gender, 
income, parental and relationship status, with 
most of the population living in family-sized 
households or larger.

42 |  Singapore

SINGAPORE 

VIEWER AGE 
BY PLATFORM
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Janet Leung
Publicis
Precision Lead North Asia

OTT has grown significantly in Southeast Asia and the wider APAC region, mainly driven by pandemic-
related consumer behavior change . Clients are actively looking for quality OTT inventory and, as an agency, 
we are working with key SSP and OTT players to secure them . 

As more OTT players enter the APAC market, we will continue to see big growth and it will become a key 
inventory strategy in 2021 . Although mobile will remain the dominant channel of consumption in SEA, we can 
expect to see an increase in usage of CTV, especially in markets like Singapore, Hong Kong, and Australia .

The biggest opportunity will be to extend the same level of targeting and measurement available in mobile 
into the CTV ecosystem, allowing brands and agencies to buy with confidence .
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PARENTAL STATUS RELATIONSHIP STATUS

Single — 43% 

In a relationship — 52%

Divorced/Separated/
Widowed — 5%

Parents — 45%

Non-parents — 55%

GENDER

MALE FEMALE PREFER 
NOT TO 

SAY

NON-
BINARY

50%

0% 1%

49%

SINGAPORE OTT AUDIENCE PROFILE
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HOUSEHOLD
INCOME
(SGD$)

OTT

TV

Video-sharing 
platforms

How do Singaporean OTT viewers 
compare to those on other platforms?

More OTT viewers earn higher incomes
•   37% earn SGD 10,000 or more per month vs. 

29% of video-sharing platform viewers

OTT appeals to the young
•   39% are aged 16-34 vs. 14% of TV viewers

HOUSEHOLD SIZE

1 person — 4%

2 people — 13%

3 to 4 — 55%

5 to 7 — 28%

8 or more — 0%

44 |  Singapore

SINGAPORE 
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AVOD is popular in Singapore, with 72% of video viewers preferring to access streaming 
content this way . Viewers say that one to five minutes of ads per hour of programming is 
an acceptable load .

OTT ads are seen as more impactful than those on TV, with 39% of Singaporean video 
viewers saying they were most likely to grab attention, compared to 35% saying the same 
of TV ads . 

Singaporean OTT viewers want ads to be entertaining and are less likely to skip the ad if 
it is funny, tells an interesting story, and has a positive feel-good factor . Product relevance, 
creativity, and emotional impact are seen as the most important factors for an effective ad .

OTT is particularly effective at driving sales, with 45% of viewers making a purchase 
(online, in-store, or redeeming a voucher) after seeing an ad, one of the highest levels 
regionally . Singaporean OTT viewers are most open to watching ads from movie or 
entertainment, technology, and e-commerce brands . In a typical year, they spend the most 
on dining out and delivery, travel and holidays, and on e-commerce platforms .

OTT ads are more impactful 
than TV ads

OTT ads drive purchase behaviour

ADVERTISEMENT TYPES MOST LIKELY TO CATCH VIEWERS’ ATTENTION

AD RECEPTIVITY AND 
PURCHASE BEHAVIOUR SINGAPORE 
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Japan
OTT HAS NOW ENTERED THE MAINSTREAM IN 
JAPAN WITH OVER HALF OF THE POPULATION 
WATCHING STREAMING SERVICES

Japan

Japanese consumers have long been at the 
forefront of technology and are early adopters 
of digital services . However, the OTT market 
is nascent compared to other advanced APAC 
markets . That being said, Japanese consumers have 
embraced OTT viewing during lockdown, with 33% 
of viewers increasing their consumption by one to 
two hours per day .

In a country where traditional media and the global 
digital platforms dominate, streaming video is 
now popular, with 61% of video viewers regularly 
watching OTT (free or paid) . This is a similar viewing 
rate compared to TV (free or paid) and video-
sharing platforms with 64% and 60%, respectively . 

Japanese video viewers watch OTT content more 
frequently than on video-sharing platforms, with 
53% of OTT video viewers watching two or more 
hours per weekday vs . 50% for video-sharing 
platforms and 54% for TV . OTT consumption surges 
during the weekend, with 71% watching for two or 
more hours .

Japanese viewers watch more 
OTT than video-sharing platforms
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Female Japanese OTT viewers watch for longer periods of time than their male counterparts . Of 
female streamers aged 16-34, 32% consume three or more hours of video per weekday vs . 24% of 
males . This female-heavy viewership continues during the weekend .

Japan has some of the lowest levels of smartphone and smart TV usage regionally, as viewers watch 
video on a broader mix of devices . There are 31% of OTT viewers who mostly use smartphones 
to view video compared to 29%, 12%, and 12% for laptop/desktop, traditional TV, and smart TVs, 
respectively . The size of screen does not impact enjoyment, as 71% of Japanese video viewers rate the 
mobile video viewing experience good or very good, comparable to 72% for traditional or smart TV .

OTT consumption is home-based, with 62% viewing video in a private space and 46% viewing in a 
shared space . Co-living with parents is common in Japan, so OTT consumed on portable devices 
allows viewers to carve out some private space within a shared household . Japan has the lowest 
levels of out-of-home viewing in APAC with only 11% who watch whilst traveling and 6% while 
commuting . OTT viewing is a solitary pursuit, with 52% always watching alone – the second-highest 
percentage of solo viewership in the region .

Female OTT streamers 
are heavier viewers 
than males

JAPAN

Laptops, desktops, and smartphones are the most popular 
devices for OTT viewers

JAPANESE VIEWERS WATCHING THREE OR MORE HOURS OF OTT
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AGE

Under 18 years old — 11%

18-34 years old — 40%

35-54 years old — 31%

55 years old or older — 18%

OTT

TV

Video-sharing 
platforms

Japanese OTT viewers mirror the overall profile 
of the general population, which skews:

• Female
• Single with no children
• Family-sized households or smaller 
• Evenly split across age 
• Broad representation across income levels

48 |  Japan

JAPAN

VIEWER AGE 
BY PLATFORM
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Rika Kajiwara
CCI
Executive Staff, PR Manager

OTT usage saw significant growth in 2020 as a result of the pandemic and the subsequent stay-at-home 
restrictions in Japan . OTT has become a popular way to consume video content on a daily basis, not only by 
a certain age group, but by users of all ages . As a result, OTT advertising has become one of the necessary 
marketing strategies for both advertisers and agencies . Our own research has shown high ‘devoted viewer 
rates’, indicating that streamers are paying high levels of attention to OTT content provided by each 
broadcasting station in Japan . 

Additionally, as virtual events and concerts replace physical ones for the time being, more consumers 
are streaming events online via TVs as they enjoy the big-screen experience . With the Tokyo Olympics 
rescheduled for 2021, we can expect an increasing number of viewers to watch sports via OTT and therefore 
anticipate OTT growth rates to soar in the next 12 months .
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PARENTAL STATUS RELATIONSHIP STATUS

Single — 54% 

In a relationship — 40%

Divorced/Separated/
Widowed — 6%

Parents — 42%

Non-parents — 58%

GENDER

MALE FEMALE PREFER 
NOT TO 

SAY

NON-
BINARY

38%

1% 1%

60%

JAPANOTT AUDIENCE PROFILE
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HOUSEHOLD
INCOME
(JPY)

OTT

TV

Video-sharing 
platforms

How do Japanese OTT viewers 
compare to those on other platforms?

More OTT viewers earn higher incomes
•   35% earn JPY 600,000 or more per month 

vs. 25% of video-sharing platform viewers

OTT appeals to the young
•   52% are aged 16-34 vs. 26% of TV viewers

OTT attracts female streamers
•   60% are female vs. 47% of video-sharing 

platform viewers

HOUSEHOLD SIZE

1 person — 21%

2 people — 21%

3 to 4 — 39%

5 to 7 — 18%

8 or more — 1%

50 |  Japan

JAPAN
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JAPAN

AVOD is the most popular way to access streaming services in Japan, with 69% of video viewers 
willing to watch ads in return for free content . Japanese consumers have the highest tolerance for 
ads compared to other regional audiences, with 76% of OTT viewers willing to accept ads even on a 
subscription service . There is a noticeable tolerance for a greater volume of ads than other markets, 
with 21% of OTT viewers saying 20 minutes of ads per hour is acceptable .

OTT ads are impactful, with 24% of Japanese video viewers saying OTT ads were attention-grabbing 
vs . 17% for video-sharing platforms .

Japanese OTT viewers want ads to entertain them and are less likely to skip an ad if it is funny, has 
good music, and tells an interesting story . Good music, a compelling storyline, and product relevancy 
are identified as the best attributes of effective ads .

OTT is effective at driving purchase behaviour in Japan, with 31% of OTT viewers making a purchase 
(online, in-store, or redeeming a voucher) after seeing an ad . Japanese OTT viewers were most open 
to viewing movie or entertainment, travel, and beauty ads . In a typical year, they spend most on 
fashion and apparel, travel and holidays, and dining out and delivery .

OTT ads more impactful than 
ads on video-sharing platforms

OTT ads drive purchase behaviour

ADVERTISEMENT TYPES MOST LIKELY TO CATCH VIEWERS’ ATTENTION 

AD RECEPTIVITY AND 
PURCHASE BEHAVIOUR
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australia
AUSTRALIA HAS THE MOST ESTABLISHED OTT 
ADVERTISING MARKET IN APAC, WITH 80% OF 
VIDEO VIEWERS WATCHING REGULARLY

australia

Australians accelerated their consumption of digital 
services during the pandemic, with 37% of OTT 
viewers increasing their weekday and weekend 
video viewing by one to two hours . 

OTT has long been embraced in Australia and is the 
preferred destination for watching video, with 80% 
of video viewers regularly watching OTT (free or 
paid) compared to 69% watching TV (free or paid) 
and 59% watching video-sharing platforms . 

Australian video viewers also spend more time 
streaming video than they do watching other 
platforms . There are 73% of OTT viewers who 
report watching two or more hours per weekday 
compared to 69% who watch TV and 65% who 
watch video-sharing platforms for the same length 
of time . These percentages increase during the 
weekend, with OTT viewers continuing to watch for 
longer periods of time .

Australians watch OTT more than 
TV and video-sharing platforms
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Female Australian OTT viewers watch for longer periods of time, with 38% of female 
streamers aged 16-34 consuming three or more hours per weekday compared to 33% of 
males . This female-heavy viewership continues during the weekend .

Device usage in Australia reflects other advanced markets where bigger screens 
dominate . There are 44% of OTT viewers who choose to mostly watch video through a 
smart TV, while only 18% mostly stream on their smartphones and 15% on their laptops . 
OTT consumption predominantly occurs at home, with 62% viewing in a shared space and 
58% in a private space . As a result, OTT coviewing is common, with 29% watching with 
others . This is comparable to TV at 28% . The dominance of big-screen OTT viewing sees 
low levels of consumption out of the home compared to other markets . Only 10% stream 
whilst traveling and 6% whilst commuting .

AUSTRALIA

Smart TVs are the most popular device for OTT viewers.

AUSTRALIAN VIEWERS WATCHING TWO OR MORE HOURS OF VIDEO

Female OTT streamers 
are heavier viewers 
than males
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VIEWER AGE 
BY PLATFORM

AGE

Under 18 years old — 3%

18-34 years old — 45%

35-54 years old — 41%

55 years old or older — 11%

OTT

TV

Video-sharing 
platforms

Australian OTT viewers mirror the overall 
profile of the general population, which is 
more evenly distributed across age, gender, 
and income. However, streamers are more 
likely to be in a relationship and have children.
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Brooke Aniseko
Publicis Media
Commercial Director

We have seen OTT user penetration grow significantly in Australia over the past few years, with 
a steady increase in advertising spend as a result . Buyer expectations of both tracking and 
measurement across OTT have been closely aligned with online video advertising, and in my view, 
this has been the biggest challenge in accelerating the adoption of OTT and CTV . However, over 
the past 12 months there has been plenty of advances and innovation in this space, and there has 
also been an increase in understanding from agencies and advertisers . Further consolidation and 
standardization of OTT will only contribute to future growth . 

AUSTRALIA
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PARENTAL STATUS RELATIONSHIP STATUS

Single — 31% 

In a relationship — 62%

Divorced/Separated/
Widowed — 7%

Parents — 53%

Non-parents — 47%

GENDER

MALE FEMALE PREFER 
NOT TO 

SAY

NON-
BINARY

48%

0% 0%

51%

OTT AUDIENCE PROFILE
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TV

Video-sharing 
platforms

AUSTRALIA

How do Australian OTT viewers 
compare to those on other platforms?

OTT viewers are more affluent
•   70% earn AUD 5,000 or more per month 

vs. 55% of video-sharing platform viewers

OTT appeals to the young
•   48% are aged 16-34 vs. 18% of TV viewers

OTT attracts parents
•   53% are parents vs. 41% of video-sharing 

platform viewers

HOUSEHOLD SIZE

1 person — 14%

2 people — 31%

3 to 4 — 45%

5 to 7 — 9%

8 or more — 1%

56 |  Australia

HOUSEHOLD
INCOME
(AUD$)
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AUSTRALIA

AVOD is popular in Australia, with 48% of video viewers open to watching ads in exchange 
for free content . Viewers report that one to five minutes of ads per hour of content is an 
acceptable rate . Developed markets often have a higher rate of ad intolerance, however, 54% 
of Australian OTT viewers are open to ads even when considering a subscription service .

OTT ads are seen as impactful, with 24% of video viewers saying they were attention-
grabbing, which is comparable to video-sharing platforms, with 27% . 

Australian OTT viewers want the ad experience to entertain and come with a catchy tune . 
They are less likely to skip an ad if it is funny, has good music, and tells an interesting story . 
Viewers identify relevancy, creativity, and good music as the best attributes of effective ads .

OTT also proves itself to be a strong sales driver, with 39% of viewers making a purchase 
(online, in-store, or redeeming a voucher) after seeing an ad . Australians have one of the 
highest rates of post-ad purchase in the APAC region . OTT viewers are most open to viewing 
entertainment, travel, and tech ads . In a typical year, they spend the most on dining out and 
delivery, travel and holidays, and fashion and apparel .

OTT ads as impactful as those 
on video-sharing platforms

OTT ads drive purchase behaviour

ACTIONS OTT VIEWERS TAKE AFTER SEEING AN AD

AD RECEPTIVITY AND 
PURCHASE BEHAVIOUR

*Combined purchase behaviour includes redeeming a promotion or making an online purchase or making an in-store purchase .
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In 2020 OTT growth in Australia skyrocketed, with CTV leading the 
charge . Changes in media consumption fast-tracked this, as on-
demand content consumption on the big screen became the new 
norm with people spending more time at home .

Australian advertisers have embraced OTT as a way to leverage 
a brand-safe and high-quality environment, focused on building 
brands rather than driving short term results . The ability to quantify 
the co-viewing impact across CTV helps rationalise the reach-
extension that OTT provides brands .

In 2021 we can expect further growth within this channel, 
particularly with cookie deprecation, enhancing the focus 
on channels which have always been cookie-less, such as 
CTV . The main opportunities for OTT lie within creative 
innovation and personalisation of messaging . Further 
enhancement of addressable targeting capabilities 
and cross-screen measurement solutions will boost 
advertisers’ confidence in this channel and provide 
further insights into consumer viewing behaviour .

Flaminia Sapori
Matterkind 
Head of Partnerships

AUSTRALIA



ABOUT
SpotX is the leading video advertising platform shaping digital video and the future of TV globally. The 
company’s solutions enable media owners to monetise content across all screens and streams while 
providing advertisers with direct access to brand-safe, premium inventory. With best-in-class technology 
purpose-built for video, SpotX’s trusted, GDPR/CCPA-compliant solutions are employed by some of the 
largest media owners in the world including Atresmedia, Dentsu CCI, Discovery, MailOnline, Pluto TV, Roku, 
Samsung Ads, STV, Tastemade, and Vevo. 

OTT IS FOR EVERYONE
As this report demonstrates, OTT has reached critical 
mass in APAC . The size, diversity, and level of audience 
engagement underline how important OTT is for consumers 
and the advertisers intent on connecting with them .

We learned that OTT content is now watched more than 
traditional TV or video-sharing platforms – and that OTT 
viewers in the region have embraced AVOD, preferring ad-
supported content versus paying for subscriptions .

And when we look at the performance of OTT as an 
advertising vehicle, there are clear advantages available to 
brands seeking to effectively and efficiently reach highly 
engaged audiences at scale within long-form, brand-safe 
content environments .

OTT is for everyone, so now is the time for advertisers 
to follow the audience . Our team has been leading the 
evolution of OTT advertising in APAC from the outset, so 
we can help you take advantage of the opportunities this 
powerful medium presents . Whether you’d like a closer look 
at these research findings or you’re ready to advance your 
OTT strategy, our team is here to guide you . 

SummarySummary

SpotX.tv
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ASK YOUR SPOTX 
REPRESENTATIVE 
FOR MORE DETAILS.
japan@spotx .tv

anzdemand@spotx .tv

seadf@spotx .tv

https://www.facebook.com/SpotXHQ/
https://www.instagram.com/spotx/
https://twitter.com/spotx
https://www.linkedin.com/company/spotx/
https://www.spotx.tv/

